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Paper Introduction
General introduction
1.

It was fundamentally important to examine the passage itself. All
the level descriptors in the indicative mark scheme for AO1 begin
with reference to the passage. There are a variety of ways this may
be done. Some candidates presented a detailed exposition of the
passage. This has much to commend it, including those who used this
technique to explore the context of the wider source. One possible
drawback was that this could become a simple comprehension
exercise. This can be overcome by placing the passage in a context
and showing an understanding of a detailed analysis of the more
important terms and ideas. Another popular method was to present
an overview of the whole source from which the passage was derived
in order to examine the key points from within the passage. This
method was useful in enabling candidates to show their
understanding of the ethos of the passage. However, a potential
weakness was that such an overview may be completed without
sufficient focus on the passage itself.

2.

Similarly, it was essential to answer the full demands of the AO2
part of the question:

·

do you agree with the idea(s) expressed

·

justify your point of view

·

discuss its implications for understanding religion

·

discuss its implications for understanding human experience.

It was important that these demands were addressed in an explicit
manner rather than implicitly.

3.
This unit is the synoptic part of the GCE RS course. In that respect
candidates are expected to link
their answers to related parts of their
studies. Sometimes this may be achieved by relating work to one or more
of the other sources in the anthology and also by drawing on material from
any of the other three units. This enabled some candidates to compare and
contrast a variety of possible responses.

Question Introduction
AO1 features of good quality
Candidates:
·

presented well-informed answers focused on the passage. Those
candidates who referred to the source as a whole or to related ideas
managed their answers in such a way as to demonstrate their
understanding of the passage.
There was effective use of
scholarship.

·

structured their answers in a coherent manner, with evidence of
analytical thought across the answer.

·

were clear about the synoptic features of this unit relating their
answers to other sources and related material in other units.

AO2 features of good quality
Candidates:
·

displayed effective use of argument

·

referred to scholarly opinion

·

displayed a thoughtful evaluation of alternative views

·

were explicit in their material on implications for understanding of
religion and human experience

·

constructed
conclusion.

well-justified

arguments

leading

to

a

coherent

AO1 features that require improvement
Candidates:
·

tended to present a basic examination of some ideas but the
answers were not well-focused on the passage. Some treated the
passage like a simple comprehension exercise.

·

sometimes had a problem with unsatisfactory allocation of time,
related to the two parts of the question. For example, some
candidates spent too much time on part (b) in spite of the mark
allocation. There were a few candidates who combined (a) and (b)
but with those who did there was a tendency to have insufficient
material given the range of demands in AO2.

·

presented a generic account of the whole source from the
anthology or a general account of related teachings at the expense of
a focus on the selected passage.

AO2 features that require improvement
Candidates:
·

presented basic points of view with limited use of argument.

·

displayed limited explicit focus on implications.

Observations from scripts:

There was some exceedingly good work from candidates. They were
excellent in their analysis of important terms. Candidates displayed high
level of understanding in their discrimination of focusing on selected terms
and ideas, including rita and dharma. A distinguishing feature of the higher
level answers was in their use of the set texts from unit 3 and related
material from the other anthologies in this unit. These types of answers
were intelligently written in terms of their understanding of various
scholars. Candidates enhanced their essays by their synoptic links. This
related to incorporating material from various Hindu schools, traditions and
thinkers. Some linked Hindu ethical ideas to Western ethical theories.

There were some well-structured answers in part (b) built around the
demands of A02. This part involves implications and candidates considered
a range of topics such as pluralism, caste, moral/social order and Gandhi.

Exemplar
This is an example of a script gaining full marks. The candidate places the
passage in context and is excellent in terms of focusing on key ideas. There
is very good use of technical terms and an ability to show a detailed
understanding of the passage. The candidate related their analysis to a
broader perspective. In particular, the candidate used the set texts from
unit 3 to excellent effect.
The very high standards were maintained into part (b) with commendable
use of arguments and debates.

Paper Summary
There are four aims in the Religious Specification. This paper encourages
students to:
·

Develop their interest in a rigorous study of religion and relate it
to the wider word. To succeed in this paper candidates must show
evidence of a thorough study of the selected passage and fulfil the
demands of A02.

·

Treat the subject as an academic discipline and this paper
requires specialist study, drawing on their knowledge, understanding
and skills.

·

Adopt an enquiring and critical approach whereby they may
reflect on all their previous units.

·

Develop their own values and views in the light of their learning.
AO2 in particular enables candidates to engage in this creative
process.
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